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Abstract. Since the beginning of the development of Scott-Strachey denotational semantics, one 
of the most useful formal results required by practitioners has been the congruence of dissimilar 
definitions of the semantics of some programming language. While appropriate techniques are 
well-established. such proofs are undeniably difficult especially for the common case where one 
definition is operational and the other is denotational. In this paper we demonstrate an alternative 
proof technique that we believe is much simpler and more direct for cases involving an operational 
semantics. We proceed by reworking the example presented by Stoy in “The Congruence of Two 
Programming Language Definitions.” Our approach is fundamentally algebraic and depends on 
a slightly different (we believe more appropriate) foundation of operational semantics. 
1. introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate a new technique for establishing 
semantic congruences between programming language definitions. We proceed by 
working a reasonably substantial and reasonably well-known example: the (continu- 
ation) operational semantics and (direct) denotational semantics of the toy language 
PL treated by Stoy [lo], whence the title of this article is derived. Our approach is 
an algebraic alternative to the domain theory techniques of Milne [7] and may be 
applied provided one of the semantic definitions is operational. We believe the 
proof technique demonstrated here holds considerable advantages over such more 
well-known methods. Certainly, the expression of the congruence is more natural 
and appealing and, once the details of the correspondence are recogniscd, the actual 
proof is genuinely trivial and is carried out at the level rrf the +;;I? .--+‘d 
than being preoccupied with the details of the underDying domains. Fuflher, the 
congruence between the two semantics can be established directly, rather than via 
a third, intermediate semantic definition as Stoy does, presumably to control the 
level of complexity of his proof. 
The generally accepted view of an operational semantics is that it is given as an 
abstract interpreter defined solely in terms of finite data structures, SO it is a rule 
for evaluating programs. However, when considering the relation between an 
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operational semantics and a denotational semantics, a little more precision is 
required and the m&e/ of the operational semantics 4 the mathematical object that 
is the abstract interpreter) must be identified. To this end. doniain theory is usual!_v 
invoked but in this paper we make use of an algebraic construction that we consider 
to be more closely atlied to the notion of an abstract inte 
The syntax and direct denot~t~ona~ semantics of PL a 
tn fact we Ji and Stay I deal only wi rr s~m~li~c~tion f PL that he terms 
of PL. For the purposes ~fd~rno~ tion this ~~irn~nat~s so dious details without 
afftlcting the complexity of the prQBlc 
b : Bas basic constants 
i : Ide identifiers 
O:Moll 
53 : dyadic operators 
e : expressions 
c :Com commands 
Bas, Ide, Mon. Qya are not further specified. A complete program in PL is an 
expression. 
PL is simple enough that its semantics can be given in terms of an environment 
alone, with no store. As a consequence, that environment must be used to indicate 
an error arising from some invalid computation and the error &must be propagated, 
hence W = [ Ide + E] + (?} and the error environment ? is distinguished from the arid 
environment Ai . ?. The definition of p[i must be extended to allow for 
Q = ? and Q = S, in the obvious way. 
For the purpose of comparison the main steis of Stoy3 proof are outlined briefly 
here. First define a continuation denotational semantics to act as a bridge between 
the interpreter and the direct denotational semantics. The two denotational 
definitions are shown to be congruent by defining appropriate predicates and 
showing by structural induction over PL that they are satisfied. The pr~f I&G ti 41~ b 2 
predicates exist becomes the most difficult part since they are not njonotonic and 
thus the fixed-point result of Tarski [ 1 I] is inapplicable and an induction over the 
complexity of approximations to reflexive domains is required. The relation between 
the interpreter and the continuation semantic is then considered. Here, predicates 
are defined whereby the interpreter is shown (by fixed-point induction) to be weaker 
than the continuation semantics and the continuation semantics is shown (by 
Semantic domains 
B basic values 
c :E=B+F+(?) expressible values 
6: F=[E+E] function values 
I,: = [lde- E]+(?) environments 
Semantic jkctions 
.li3 :Bas=+B 
*@ : Exp-4 
P : Exp4J+E 
‘(7 :Com4_J4J 
Auxiliary functions 
p[ i/E] = )tZ. 
E ifz=i 
p(z) otherwise 
X if b= tt 
if b then x else y = y ifb=ff 
I,? if b=L,? 
strict f x = 
i 
fx if x is proper 
I,? if x = _L,? 
Fig. 2. Denotational semantics sf PL. 
hduction) to be weaker than the interpreter. Again, the existence of the 
predicates ~~LISI be established. Finally, since the sense of “weaker” is different in 
each cm, her work is required to combine the two results concerning the 
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continuation semantics and the interpreter into a final relation. In comparison our 
proof consists only of a case analysis of PL and is hence of the same order as a 
single structural induction. 
The algebraic construct central to our approach is the notion of free extension. 
We begin our development by briefly reviewing some basic algebraic concepts and 
notations similar to those used by a number of authors in the field of algebraic 
specification (e.g. [ 1,5]). We occasionally find it convenient to use the language of 
category theory, but do not rely on any important results. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
Definition 2.1. A signature X is a pair (S, 0) where S is a set of SOHS and n is a 
family R,., of sets of operator .symhols for s E S and H’ E S? We write f : IV -* s to 
indicate Jc: R,:, . 
Definition 2.2. A signature morphism u : (S, 0) - (S’, f2’) is a pair (u,,,~, , a,,,,) consist- 
ing of a map crqor, : S- S’ and a family of maps u,,, = {a~,, : i?,,., + R:,o,,,_,,,,,} for 
s E S and H’ E S* where n* is the pointwise extension of artrrl to strings. Generally 
we drop the subscripts from cf provided our intention is clear from context. 
Definition 2.3. Given 2 = (S, s)), a X-algebra A consists of a family of carrier sets 
A, for s E S and a function J,: A,, x A,, x l - l x A,” + A, for each f E R,,,,... ,,,. %, 
SI, . . . , S”, s E S. For f% f2 t-o where .I denotes the empty string, ,C, E A,. 
Definition 2.4. A 2-homomorphism h : A --, B, A and B both Z-algebras, is a family 
of functions {h, : A, + B, Is E S) such that 
(1) fork a,.,, ML) =Ik, 
(2) forfEn, ,__. Xn.q and U;E A,, i= 1,. .., n, I 
wib,, a29 l l - , 0,)) =_MhJd h,,W, - -. , h,JO. 
We denote by Afgz the category whose objects are all the X-algebras and whose 
arrows are all the Z-homomorphisms. 
A presentation is a signature together with a set of equations. The (equational) 
theory so presented is the closure of that set of equations. The analogue of 2 
homomorphism between two theories is a theory morphism. beirt:; a 6gncium 
morphism between their signatures such that the equations are satisfied. 
Definition 2.5. An (equational) presentation is a pair (2, E) where Z: is a signature 
and E is a set of X-equations (i.e., equations over Z-terms). A Z-algebra A is a 
model of such a presentation provided it satisfies the equations E. (See [l] for a 
rigorous treatment of equation and satisfuction.) 
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Definition 2.6. Given a set E of Sequations, let E* denote the set of all X-algebras 
satisfying E. Given a set Jk! of X-algebras, let N* denote the set of all E-equations 
satisfied by every algebra in M. Then the cbsure of a set of E-equations E is the 
set E”“. 
Definition 2.7. Given a presentation P = (S, E), the equotionai E-theory (presented 
by P) is (2, E **) and is denoted TP. Note that if A is a mode1 of P, A is clearly a 
model of the theory (2, E*“j. We denote the category of models of P together with 
their homomorphisms AI&. 
Defiroition 2.8. An (equational) theory morphism u: T -, T’ where T = (II, E) and 
T’ = (Y, E’) is a signature morphism o: X + C’ such that o(e) E E’ for all e E E. 
Again the extension of 0 to equations is treated in detail in [I]. 
Definition 2.9. Let U: T, --, Tz be a theory morphism. There is a functor U’, : Alg?+ 
Afg, where for all T2-algebras A, ( U,,(A)), = A,,(,) and _&*(A) = c(f)A. 
Definition 2.10. Let u: T, + T,, B a T,-algebra, A a T,-algebra. A is free ouer B 
( with respect o U,,) provided there is a &homomorphism j : B + U,,(A) such that 
for every T2-algebra C and every T,-homomorphism f: B -* U,,(C) there is a unique 
T,-homomorphism k : A + C such that j- U,,(k) =J 
Our intention is to specialise this notion to the situation where Tt is a subtheory 
of T2. 
Definition 2.11. Given z1= (S, a) and 2’ = (S’, 0’) such that S c_ S’ and 
a.., c fz-.s for w E S*, s f S. 
A signature morphism (r : Z + 2’ is an inclusion provided a(s) = s for all s E S and 
a(f) =f for all SE 0. For any Z-algebra A, U,(A) is called the Zreduct of A and 
is denoted Al,. This definition extends naturally to theory morphisms o: T, + Tz 
and we write Al,. 
Definition 2.12. Given some Z-theory T, = (E, E), C = (S, L?) and extension presenta- 
tion P is a pair (X’, E’), Z’- -(S’, a’) where S’ is distinct from S, a is a family of 
opeator symbols over S u S’ and E’ is a set of eque:kns ; YV 2’ v Z ‘. 
The thewy extension of T, by P is (2 u E’, (E u E’)**). 
Definition 2.13. Let T2 be the theory extension of T, by P, ct :T’* -, T2 the associated 
inclusion theory morphism and R a T,-algebra. Then A is the free P-extension of B 
exactly when A is free over B with respect o Q,. C is a P-extension of B provided 
there is a T,-homomorphism f: B + C$,. The important consequence is that there 
is a unique homomorphism from A to every such C. 
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In the sequel we treat operational semantics definitions as extension presentations 
over some base algebra of values and take their models to be free extensions of 
those base algebras. The existence of a unique homomorphism from the free 
extension to other extensions is central to our approach to proof of congruence. 
3. Operational semantics of PL 
Operational semantics specifications are fundamentally computational. In essence 
the specification provides a rule for evaluating a program; given some program and 
perhaps some input values, “crank the handle” to produce the result. However, 
when considering their relation to denotational definitions, which are not computa- 
tional in the same sense, we are forced to work in terms of some mathematical 
model of the operational semantics. 
There are many different specification techniques for operational semantics. Since 
our present focus is the mode1 of such a specification, we view such differences as 
notational rather than substantive. Oujr preference is for the “Oxford” notation 
generally used for denotational semantics. However, since we are following Stoy’s 
example, Appendix A contains the interpreter definition in his style together with 
a brief discussion concerning the relationship of the two notations. 
The model Stoy brings to bear for the operational semantics is based on domain 
theory with recursion being handled by taking least fixed-points. Our view is different 
with recursion dealt with by distinguishing any expressions that are not explicitly 
identified by the equations of the specification. This has much in common with the 
initial algebra approach to the semantics of abstract data types [5] where recursive 
equations are commonplace but their solution is never at issue. Other workers have 
made use of this idea (e.g. [8,9]); closest to our programme is Wand [ 12 1. By 
developing the operational semantics model within such an algebraic framework, 
the semantic view of recursion-an equation to be solved-and the algorithmic 
view-a rule for computing results-coincide. 
The inspiration for this style of specification is due to the “completion semantics” 
of Henson and Turner [6]. Our definition is certainly operational since all functions 
are first-order and the definition is only in terms of finite data structures so it can 
be seen as an implementable interpreter. The semantics is not denotational since 
the clauses are clearly not referentially transparent. 
Our stated intention is to construct, as the model of the operational semantics 
definition in Fig. 3, a free extension of some base algebra. To QFW:WI %C UX.~~ 
identify both the base algebra and the extension presentation. First consider the base 
algebra. For any given language there will be certain features that must be invariant 
across all its possible semantic definitions. Clearly the syntax of the language is one 
such feature. Another is the domains of ‘*basic values” together with the semantic 
functions mapping from the syntactic representations of such values to the values 
themselves. Often such domains and functions are left unspecified since they do 
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not impinge on the semantically more interesting aspects of the language. For 
the example under consideration here, Bas, B and 33 : Bas + B are such standard 
feWlres. _I 
The connection between (context-free) languages and many-sorted algebras is 
explained ;n [4]. Grammars can readily be treated as signatures by defining the set 
Semantic domains 
B basic values 
F : E= B=tClo+{efrot} expressible values 
+:Clo=[IdexExpxU]+ function closures 
[IdexIdexExpxU] recursive function closures 
p : U = [Ide x E’J” environments 
8 :C=[ComxC]+[ExpxK] command continuations 
K : K=[IdexUxC]+{done} expression continuations 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Semantic .functions 
B : Bas+B 
9: Exp-*E 
2T :ExpxUxK+E 
% :ComxUxC+E 
P[el= s[elpi,i, done 
s[bgpK = send (K, S?[bD) 
qijpK = send (K, lookup (p, i)) 
Sjin (i,)jpK = if has (p, i,) 
then call (lookup (p, iO), lookup (p, iI), K) 
else error 
SS[proc (i) : elpK = send (K, (i, e, p)) 
g(rec iO (i,) : eDpK = send (K, h, i,, e, $1 
%[C W!S elpK = %[C]p (e, K) 
qoijp,=... 
s[ifb fl &jpK = . . . 
%([i := elp9 = g[e]p (i, p, 9) 
%‘[while i do clp0 = iflookup (p, i) 
then %[cjj p ([while i d@ cl, 0) 
else run (0, p) 
co; c,~p~ = 
if i then co else c 
cqMlpe = an UA PI 
then %[colp8 
else vucr]pe 
Fig. 3. Operational semantics of PL. 
15 
16 
17 
IS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Arrxiliar_v firr~ctiat~s 
P lrlll : some initial environment. 
serrd :KxE+E 
lookup : W x Ide + E 
,cQll :ExExK+E 
12111 :CxU+E 
has : UxIde+Bool 
send ( done, f I= F 
send (ii, p, fi), r j = u* F = erfor 
then error 
else lookup ( p, i, 1 
has((),ij=ff 
has (p[i,Je], i,) = if‘it,= i, 
then F f error 
ekehus (p,i,j 
of sorts to be the set of nonterminals (Le., the names of the syntactic domains). 
Each production is then considered to be an operator symbol and its arity fixed by 
the nonterminals involved. For example, if we call the production c + i := e assign, 
then the arguments to assign are an Ide and an Exp and its returns a Corn. So 
assign : Ide x Exp --, Corn or using mixfix notation, _ := _ : Ide x Exp + Corn. For a 
context-free grammar G let the corresponding signature so defined be &. The 
anarchic &,-algebra TLC, has as carriers the ground terms generated by the signature, 
which for each nonterminal correspond to the parse trees for derivations in G. So 
in an abstract sense the language is that algebra. Anarchic means “completely free” 
in the sense that there is a unique homomorphism from TX,; to every other X,,-~Ipphra. 
This fact is used in [4] as a basis for initial algebra semantic>. %‘kr ex,istence of d 
unique homomorphism is also important for our congruence proof technique, though 
for the example we consider in this paper it is an isomorphism and hence apparently 
trivial. 
Bringing these two aspects together, the base algebra for a particular operational 
semantics specification consists of the syntactic domains and productions considered 
algebraically as described, with any semantic domains of basic values and the 
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standard maps from their corresponding syntactic domains. For the language under 
consideration the base algebra B has signature Z with sorts Bas, Ide, Man, Dya 9 
‘kxp. Corn and operator5 corresponding to each production of the syntactic definition 
of PL, together with ~8 : Bas+ B. 
We are now left to demonstrate how the remainder of the operational definition 
of Fig. 3 yields an extension presentation P to combine with the base algebra B 
identified above. Indeed, much of the specification is already in the form of a 
presentation: the (remaining) semantic domains are the sorts, the semantic and 
auxiliary functions are the operations and the defining clauses are equations. The 
only thing to be resolved is that the semantic domains are defined using (recursive) 
equations involving standard domain constructors and that certain standard 
operations such as tupling, injection, projection and so on are presumed to exist 
on those domains. We do not want the usual Scott model for such domains but 
rather some algebraic construction that is compatible with generating a free 
extension. 
Ehrich and Lipeck [3 ] have demonstrated the existence of initial (algebraic) 
solutions of such equations, even when they are recursive. Such solutions are 
precisely the ones we want since they are always finite data structures and they are 
free in the sense that we require. As a simple notational extension, we use L = A* 
to denote finite lists of elements of A whereas [3] uses L = 1+ A x L. 
In fact there is no need to use such domain definitions at all and we do so only 
to reduce repetitive notational detail. For example, rather than defining environments 
by means of a domain equation such as U = [Ide x E]*, we could specify them 
equationally as part of the presentation and invoke the initial solution. For example, 
in typical abstract data type notation: 
sorts 
U, Ide, E 
operators 
arid:+ u 
bind:UxIdexE+U 
lookup : U x Ide 3 E 
equations 
lookup (bind (p,i,E),j)=ifi=j 
then E 
else lookup !r 1) 
However, such detailed explication becomes tedious since the saz~ p 
again and again. The initial model of the above specification is finite lists of Ide-E 
pairs (up to isomorphism) which can more compactly and more informatively be 
written as U = [ Ide x El*. Hence such domain definitions can be seen as ‘specification 
templates’ consisting of some collection of standard operations. The particular 
operators that we require on the semantic domains are either chosen from among 
those standard operations or may be defined in terms of them. This is precisely in 
the spirit of [3] where, for example, stacks are defined via the domain equation 
S .= I+ A x S and certain of the operators of the X + Y and X x Y f parameterised) 
speciiications are dhtinguished and renamed PI& POP, top rand so on. 
In more detail then, the extension presentation P intrinsic to the operational 
definition of Fig. 3 consists of sorts E, Clo, U, C and K; operations 8, 8, ‘6 together 
with the auxiliary functions se&, lookup. call, run. has and those operators and 
constants of the domain equation tempiates that are explicitly used in the semantic 
definition: the various tupling operations, environment update p[i/e], done and 
error. The equations of P are just clauses I to 23 of Fig. 3. ote that I by arrangement !
the operators and constants of the domain equation templates that are explicitly 
used in the semantic deftnition are all constructors. so no equations are inherited 
from there. 
An important property guaranteed by freeness in this context is that expressions 
are differentiated unless explicitly identified by the equations of P Hence as many 
“undefined” elements are added to the domains (carriers) as there are riuiirerminat- 
ing computations. 4 Note that they are not what are commonly termed “junk” 
elements since each does indeed correspond to a term.) The existence of a unique 
homomorphism from the operational semantics to every other P-extension of B is 
the central result up on which our congruence proof technique is based. 
4. Proof of congruence 
In outline, our congruence technique consists of extracting from the denotational 
semantics an algebra that is a P-extension of B. We may then directly invoke the 
result that there is a unique homomorphism from the free P-extension of B (i.e. 
the nperattonal semantics) to that algebra. To extract such an algebra from the 
&notational semantic3 we define representations of the carriers (i.e. the semantic 
domains) and impkmentations of the operators (i.e. the semantic and auxiliary 
functions) of the operational semantics, in terms of the domains and functions of 
the denotational semantics. Such an implementation can be seen as a definition of 
the congruence relation. To show that the operational and denotationa semantic 
definitions satisfy this congruence only requires that the algebra derived from the 
denotational semantics is indeed a P-extension of B. Hence the proof of congruence 
consist of demonstrating that the algebra satisfies the equations of the extenGors 
presentation ( 1 to 23 of Fig. 3 in this case). 
Since certain function and domain names have been used in &!I :;w 
and denotational semantics (e.g. 8, %, U, . . .) we will distinguish them by decorating 
the operational ones with a subscript I (for interpreter) and the denotationai ones 
with a subscript D. Before proceeding to the details of the congruence and proof 
we will deal with the only tricky part of the correspondence. First, it is clear that 
the environments of the operational semantics, U,, will be represented in terms of 
the environments of the denotational definition, UI,. However 6,, and %r, are both 
strict on environments to ensure that failures or nontermination indicated by an 
error environment are propagated. In contrast, since the operational semantics is 
continuation-based any errors that occur immediately lead to total failure so there 
is no need for propagation and in fact error environments never arise. The operational 
definition takes advantage of this fact in some clauses such as %‘,[bjpK = send 
bj) which ignores the environment, p. The denotational semantics must check 
whether the environment is proper, so the clause is 8,&] = sfricf(Ap. B[bl). Hence 
W, is not represented by W r, but rather by just the proper efeme OS of Ur,. In detail, 
Ur, = [[ fde+ E] + I?)], so the proper part is [ ide-+ E]. This distinction is the major 
source of difficulty for Stoy [ 1 I, p 1531. 
The details of the congruence definition are given in Fig. 4 below. As discussed 
it consists of an imp\emenrafirm (in an algebraic sense) of the operational semantics 
using the denotation definition. Hence we have a table specifying the representations 
Domain representations 
E, = B+Clo+(error) 
Clo = [ Ide x Exp x U] + 
ED = B+F+(?} 
[IdexIdexExpxU] F=[El,+Et,] 
U, =[ldex Et]* [ Ide + En] (i.e. proper part of U,,) 
C=[ComxCj+[ExpxK] [V,,+E,,] 
K=[ldextJxC]+(done) [ED+ Et,] 
Operator implemenfafions 
9, : 
if* : 
VT, : 
se& : 
lookup : 
0 : 
-[-/-I : 
error : 
done : 
CGll : 
t ): -9-g- 
( ): -9-J-?- 
<-,-) : 
LJ : 
( ): -7-v- 
run : 
Exp-, E 
ExpxUxK+E 
ComxUxC-,E 
LyF -E 
GxIde+E 
U 
UxIdexE4J 
E 
K 
ExExK-,E 
IdexExpxU+Cio 
IdexIdexExpxU+Clo 
ComxC+C 
ExpxK+C 
IdexWxC+K 
CxU-4 
has : UxIde+T 
%, 
AepK- K( ~&llp) 
A@. et %Jlciip) 
AKE. K(E) 
Xpi. p(i) 
hi. ? 
Apie. p[ i/E] 
? 
AE. E 
h&&K. K((&o 1 F)E,) 
Aiep. AE. &Jiejp[i/r] 
~8,,~2i;&io;+j [y&l)
heK. hp. Kf 8&lp) 
hip& strict (AL 6(p[i/E])) 
A+ B(p) 
Api. p(i) # ? 
Fig. 4. Semantic congruence definition. 
1 :F,J/ej = (he. E 14 (erJeDplnlf 1 
2 K( J,Jblp) = K( .IA[bl) 
Holds since by representation p is proper. 
z? 
8 K( &$I0 iifl) =. . . 
9 K( *Ji,, R iJp) = . . . 
i := ejp) = strict ( AE. O(p[ i/E])) ( g, 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
then @( %Jwhile i do cl ( ‘G&!jp)l 
else Bp 
e( qJc,,; c,lp, = (hp. 
e( g&t i then c,-,else 
f.N %,J( ))p) = ep 
(A&. E)E = E 
5tfict (AL e(p[i/E]))E = ifs = ? 
then ? 
else e( p[i/E]) 
(hp. e( WIcJb))p = e( %llcBp) 
(hp. K( &$$))p = K( +%&lb) 
K((AE- 8Je]p[il+) = K( @bllelp[ibs]) 
~(fix (A+. AK ~~>Beb[hbbl lM4)d 
= K( &-Jejp[i,J_h Oub.. =)I WEI) 
p[i&] (i,) = ij i,, = i, 
then E 
else p(i,) 
((Ai. ?)i)# ?sff 
p[i&] (i,)#?= ifin=& 
then E # ? 
else p(i,) # ? 
Fig. 5. Semantic congruence conditions. 
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of the domains of the operational semantics and a table specifying the implement+ 
tions of rhe functi;ins of the operational semantics, respectively in terms of the 
domains and functions of the denotational semantics. 
To show that the congruence holds between the operational and denotational 
semantics, we must show that the algebra derived from the denotational semantics 
(as detailed in Fig. 4) is an extension of the base algebra (i.e., the algebra consisting 
of B together with the PL syntax) in terms of the extension presentation inherent 
in the operational definition, Fig. 3. If such a proof succeeds then since the 
operational semantics i  a -free extension there is a unique homomorphism from the 
operational semantics algebra to the derived denotational algebra. Thus the proof 
requires that we demonstrate that the derived algebra satisfies the equations of the 
extension presentation, 1 to 23 of Fig. 3. Figure 5 below is a full and detailed 
translation of those equations according to the congruence definition of Fig. 4. The 
first 14 follow directly from the corresponding clauses of the denotational semantics 
and the remainder are inherently trivial. So as suggested in the introduction, once 
the details of the correspondence are recognised the actual proof goes through very 
easily. 
We really need go no further than this since the congruence has now been defined 
and established. It is clearer however to present the congruence more directly and 
succinctly than the operator implementation of Fig. 4. This may be done by defining 
the functions making up the homomorphism from the operational semantics algebra 
to the derived denotational algebra. Such definitions may be directly extracted from 
the Fig. 4 implementations. We call the homomorphism h and denote the function 
for each carrier as h subscripted by the carrier name: hK, hC-,, and SO on. For 
example, the implementation of lookup by Api. p(i) indicates that 
The full 
h~-_(lookup (p, i)) = h”(p) (i) so h”(p) = hi. hE(lookup (p, i)). 
details of the definition of h are given in Fig. 6. 
h,(p) = hi. hE( lookup (p, i)) 
hE(b in Et) = b in Et, 
hE(+ in Et) = h,-,,(+) in ED 
k&i, e, 9)) = IN. ~,IIe~hU(p) [i/E] 
k-kA(iO, 4, e, ~11 =fix W. he. ~~~eli~~~,p~ lid@] tWj1 
k(k f-V) = hp. k-W (%,lMp) 
h&e, d) = hp. h&d (&,!ehd 
h,(done) = he. E 
h&i, P, 0)) = AC k4f-O (h(p) [i/d) 
Fig. 6. Form of the congruence. 
The homomorphism so defined satisfies the requirement that 
h&$[e~pK)= &(K) (&[Tejh,dp~) 
h,(x-,[c~pw=h( (0, ('f;,&jJh,(p)i 
h, (.&[e[) = .&,[ei 
Such an expression of the congruence s’s more direct and natural than Fig. 4 and, 
we submit, more direct and natural tha?a that given in Stay’s original paper. 
5. Conclusion 
We have taken an alternative framew;lrk as the basis for the specification of the 
operational semantics of programming languages, consisting of term algebras and 
quotients rather than CPOs and least fixed-points. This framework is familiar from 
the modelling of term rewrlt - fng systems. 4s such we argue that it is far more natural 
for operational semantics than tkc ! raditional approach since it more accurately 
depicts the essential behaviour of an interpreter. 
By also considering denotational semantics to be algebras in the same sense, 
semantic congruences become amenable to a straightforward algebraic treatment. 
While there is something intuitively “homomorphic” about the notion of congruence, 
this intuition is made precise by defining the relation between the operational and 
denotational semantics in terms of a homomorphism. 
The congruence relation can be expressed in a more direct, natural and concep- 
tually appealing way than the traditional “predicate” approach. Finally, as we hope 
has been clearly demonstrated here, the erecution of the proof is far easier SO we 
can be that much more confident of its validity. 
Appendix A. PL interpreter 
Interpret =fi.r (h+,. ho. Terminal (c) +a, & (Step (0))) 
Terminal (a) = (a = ‘-done u ‘) v (a = ’ error ‘) 
Step (0)~ 
0 I’eValeinp;K ‘-* 
e Eri ‘+ 
(Has (p, i)+Append ‘vakSekect (p, i) to K, 
’ -error-‘), 
e- = ri(l (i,)‘+ 
Has (p, i,)+ Has (p, i,)+ 
Se!ect (p, iO) = r function (i,) : e2 in p2 -‘--* 
‘evai e2 in (Append i2 : Select (p, i, ) to p2); K -, 
Select (p, iO) = ‘recfun i2 (i3) : e, in pzl + 
‘eval e2 in (Append ii3 : Select (Q, i, ) to 
(Append i2 : Select (p, iO) to pz)); K l, 
rerror 7, 
Algebraic cangruencc of two language &linihms 9s 
= e- 
es 
error ‘, error ‘, 
proc We,, -+ 
4ppend ’ ilal’ : function ( i ) : e,, in p ’ lo K, 
ret i,, (i&e,, 9 
1 
Append l vial’ : recfun i,, (i, ) : e,, in Q ’ to K, 
perform c in 9; eval e. in (); K ’ ‘, 
e- B + = 
Append ‘oal’ : Rep ( B) to K 
es Oi +... 
e= i, Q i2 ‘+... 
error ‘, 
03 performcinp;K+ 
c S i:=e ‘+ 
eval e in p; assign () to i in 
cs while i do c,, 3 
Has (p, i)+Selec! (p, i)+ 
perform co in p; ’ perform 
Append ‘env’ : (-’ to 8, 
error ‘, 
cr ’ c,,; c, ‘-5 
. perform c,, in p; ’ perform c, 
C =lfithenc,,elsec, I-* 
Has (p,i)+Select (p,i)+ 
’ perfwm c(, in p; 8 ‘, 
perform c, in p; 8 ‘, 
error ‘, 
c &()‘+ 
Append ‘env-: p to 8, 
error ‘, 
a Erassign E toi in p; 8 ‘--* 
Append ‘em’: (Append i : E to p) 
--error ’ 
p; e ’ ‘9 
. 
’ while i do c,, ’ in 0; 8 ’ ‘, 
in 0; 8 ’ ‘, 
t0 8, 
The interpreter operates on states which are a textual representatiol: of the current 
stage of program execution. The states consist of $0 ,2 ~~,ecr”t~2i!;atc;? ~rijgra9 text, 
an environment and a continuation. The function Interpret “drives” thcf Aerpretez 
and Step details the process of evaluation. The correspondence with our definition 
is most cleariy seen by means of the relation between the semantic functions 8’ and 
(e given in Fig. 3 and the main functions of the above definition: 
4kDPK Interpret ( ’ eval e in p; Km’) 
%(Icnpe Interpret (’ perform c in p; 8 ‘) 
The domains of environments and continuations correspond in the obvious way, 
for example the function closure (i, e, p) is written in Stoy’s notation as func- 
tion (i) :e in p ~ and the expression continuation (i, p, 0) is written assign () to i in 
p; 8 ‘. Of course, we could be pedantic and embark on a Jetailed (but very easy) 
congruence proof here too, but hopefully the correspondence is at least intuitively 
clear. 
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